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Student Senate allocates $2,500
for legal aid review on campus
By BRIAN ASHLEY
Managing Editor
The Student Senate appropriated
$2,500 In their last fall semester
meeting to be used for the contracting
of a law Arm that win validate or
dissent the existence of a need for legal
assistance on campus.
"With this, we hope to establish a prepaid legal insurance for each student"
President Jim Chandler said. "The
pre-paid legal insurance deal is the only
way we could cast any feasibility onto
our plan for a student attorney to
President Powell," Chandler added.
Senator Bob Power, who voiced the
motion, asked that $1,500 be taken from
the special funds and $1,000 be taken
from the contingency fund leaving
approximently $400 and $804 in the
respective funds for the rest of the year.
The firm to be contracted is s Sam
Buffone, Legal Aid Services Company
of Washington, D.C. Their duties will
be fourfold.
First to conduct s campus wide
survey of students and their relations
with the law. This will show the
student's attitudes toward lawyers and

Pre-requisite to pre-register

their experiences, with them.
Secondly, the firm will survey state
and local legal bars and search out any
unforeseen problems with s legal seron campus.
Thirdly, there will be an analysis of
-existing services in Richmond area
to see if there are any other sources
available.
Finally, the members of the firm will
go before the administration to Justify
the existence of- the service for
students.
The whole Job, starting next
semester, is expected to take around
two months and if warranted will make
way for the services to begin next year.
Chandler emphasized the fact that he
and the Senate were not professionals
and an attempt to do the Job themselves
would take years. "The only way we
could proceed would be by trial and
error and would take too long,"
Chandler said.
"The company's
planning Is very complete."
The proposal received over 30
minutes of debste where several
senators voiced their uncertainties in

the case. Aaron Thompson aired his
views by saying he could not vote for
the proposal due to the Information
givenhlm. "f2,S00iaalotofmoneyandI
can not vote for it when I simply don't
know about it," Thompson said.
In other Senate action, Chandler
openly refused the resignation of Mike
Dugglns from the Senate. Dugglns
announced his resignation due to a
build up In Interests and work and
thanked the Senate for all it had done
for him.
After Dugglns'
announcement
Chandler refused the resignstion
stating "Mike to one of the hardest
working senators we have and for him
to leave would be a loss for everyone."
Chandler said he would try to find some
way for Dugglns to remain In the
Senate.
Today will mark the beginning of a
student organized book exchange as
Student Association members will set
up shop In conference room "B" In the
Powell Building.
Students may turn in their books with

the required price inside today and
tomorrow between noon and 4 p.m.
Selling of the books will be Monday
through Friday. The money for the
books wiU be given to to the student
selling the books along with any unsold
books.
In other Senate action;
Concerned with the University policy
in the Teacher Evaluation Program.
Linda Eads, chairperson of the
Committee on Academic Affairs, was
sble to pass through the Senate a
proposal which would allow certain
revisions to be made in the survey.
Mark Picou, director of Free
University, asked and received $30$
from the duplicating and printing fund
for a catalog stating courses that now
have teachers. Chandler said 50 per
cent of the teachers In Free University
are faculty members.
Finally, Eltosa Perry got approval of
a request for s sidewalk connecting the
Alumni Coliseum parking lot to the
sidewalk along the Eastern By-Pass.
The walk way would be near the cross
walk used by Keene Hall occupants.

When you get right down to it pre-registration is alot of standing in lines, signing
this and filling out that But Janet Williams, freshman nursing major from
Valley Station, makes it to the end of the line to complete her paper work.

Is the nursing program too difficult
Two points of view-the students' and
adminiatrators's-ara explored in a
storybyEricMlddlebrookonpage4
Computer games are available for
use by students. Mark Turner tells
where they are and how to use them
onpage7.
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Book exchange is
trying for better deal
By NANCY HUNGARLAND
Staff Writer
Student Sonata's book exchange
opened its doors today in Conference
Room B of the Powell Building to begin
collecting text books for sale next week
A non-profit, student-run operation,
the exchange Is advertised as a way for
student to cut school costs by avoiding
the usual bookstore book price mark-up
process,
"Students could save money—a lot of
money—in the long run if they would
work through the exchange," said
senate Book Exchange Committee
Chairman Judy McQueen.
She estimates that students win ask a
little more than half the price they paid
for a book, but still charge less than the
bookstore. Therefore students profit
from both the selling and buying ends.
Under toe planned procedure, studsnts take their books to the exchange
marked with the price they would like
to receive for each. The books will then
bo placed on sale. Money, or the book if
it is not sold, will be returned on a daily
The exchange will collect books today
and tomorrow from 12-4 p.m. and
throughout finals week. Sales will
begin Monday and will continue
through the first week of the spring
Only cash will be accepted on sales.
The exchange cannot be held responsible for losses. Students should leave
books at least three days unless it conflicts with the end of the semester.
McQueen said that she hopes students
will give the book exchange a chance in
Its first semester of operation. "1 think
it's really Important, because It's
really affects
to
buy books."
McQueen's committee, composed of
student Senators Larry Travis, Ken
Richey, Chris Lilley and Jim Parker,
has been working since September to
organise the project.
- Students wishing to participate in the
book exchange should follow the
procedure given in detail below.
Receiving books:
1. The owner must have s slip of

paper in all books listing its title, asking
price, date and student signature.
2. Owner must also have an index
card recording a 11 of the books brought
in and their price. Signature, date and
total number of books brought in should
be listed.
3. The worker will mark the general
condition of the book on its ID slip,
judging its shape as poor, average or
excellent
4.
A receipt listing the books
received, price asked and student
signature will be issued to the owner by
the worker. A copy will also be filed
with the index card at the exchange.
5.
Receipts will be filed in
alphabetical order.
Selling books:
1. Students will tell worker which
books they need. The worker will give
them two to choose from.
1 When the book U sold, the book ID
slip will be removed and marked sold.
It will be filed with the exchange's
student receipt
Returning money or books:
1. Students mast have ID and receipt
when they ask for money or books back.
2, The worker will take the book ID
slip of the book they want or money,
mark it on ID imprint machine and
ref ile it with receipt Book or money
returns wiU be noted on the index card
and student receipt.
Students with further questions about
the book exchange should Inquire st the
Student Association office in the Powell
Building.

Attention,
*j* foreign students
Attention, all International students!
If you are planning to leave the country
over the Christmas break bets sen
lemastiri you must stop in the office of
Jack Callender, foreign student adFran Callender and his staff...frollche Weihnacten, Joyous Noel,
Amaxaxibwa Amalungl, Sar Wat de pe
Magt, Felix Navidad and Merry
Christmas!

Singing the 'Messiah'

The OrstorioChorus practices their parts in Handel's 'Messiah' winch Is to be
presented Dec.12 at 8 p.m. in the Brock Auditorium. The 45th presentation of the
'Messiah' will be free to the public.

Buildings and grounds' crews:

Doing the necessary chores
By MINDY SHANNON
Stall Writer
By midnight two Sundays ago, the
roads in central Kentucky were quite
dangerous to drive upon.
Sidewalks eveiywbeie were slippery. One had to atop carefully if he
did not want to end bottoms up on the
ground.
Long before midnight, two Sunday
evenings ago, a special crew from the
Department of Buildings and Grounds
was oat "salting" campus roads and
sidewalks with calcium chloride, s
chemical compound that melts snow
and Ice.
The nest day at ( ajn., crews in
trucks from the same department were
scattering sand on the streets of the
University, so students and faculty
could drive to class safely.
The trucks delivered sand first to the
steepest streets and than to the meat
heavily-traveled streets on campus.
The Department of Buildings and

Grounds has a standard plan for salting
the streets; the most important ones
getting treated first, and so on.
In the meantime, that morning
custodians from the same department
were cleaning the steps of the buildings
in which they worked.
Also that morning following the
snowfall, snow plows were cleaning
streets and smaller, sidewalk-eized
plows were cleaning walkways.
The Department of Buildings and
Grounds to the unknown and everworking force that keeps the University
in operation.
They are the men you see sweeping,
moving furniture, repairing door
binges, raking, mowing, painting and
mopping.
They are the ones in the brown and
tan uniforms with the University insignia on the left sleeve.
They are underthe authority of Chad
Middleton, director of the department.
"My responsibility to the. overall

maintenance of this campus,'' said
Middleton. "Our main purpose to to do
the best Job we can in maintaining the
campus and keeping It in as good s
shape as we possibly can."
In Jane, 1877, he win have been
director for three years, and will have
worked for the department for seven.
Middleton and two associate directors, Darratt Ward and Raymond
Gabhard, are the heads of 11 divisions
of the department; each of the men
being directly responsible for three or
four divisions.
Some of those divisions are:
-administration, made up of the
directors and their secretaries,
custodial, composed of the academic
and housing building's custodians,
-heating plant, responsible for
hauling coal. Bring boilers and heating
the University,
-campus and grounds, responsible for
trimming shrubs, mowing, raking,
cleaning snow and other gardening

chores,
-general maintenance, In charge of
setting up buildings for concerts,
moving furniture, repairing all
University vehicles and removing an
garbage from campus.
-mechanical maintenance, composed
of plumbers, beating and airconditioning technicians aad those
responsible for all utilities on campus,
electrical responsible for maintaining the electrical distribution
system,
-building crafts, made up of painters,
masons and repairmen.
Each of these divisions baa a
supervisor who aids Middleton. Ward
and Gabhard in retting work completed.
Between Jan. 1, UN and Sept. 30,
Iff*, the department received 12,113
According to Middleton, the majority
of those requests were token care of;
(See DOING, page U)
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Should throw effort into extended library hours

Study area proposal misguided by concerned Senators
By JACKIE BUXTON LYNCH
Editor
A 24-hour study area...The
Student Senate has tried in vain
,for the past two years to get its
proposed study area accepted
and signed by the President of
the University.
The efforts of the Senate
should be commended, but
President Powell's recent
response to the idea, "It is
somewhat of a myth and I have
not yet beard it justified on the
basis of scholarship," can
easily be understood.
The basic idea of the proposal
(if it is the idea of the proposal)
is a good one—to create for
students someplace to go after
the library is closed to continue
study. Dormitory rooms cer-

tainly do not host the proper
type of atmosphere in which to
study—neighbors screaming up
and down the hall at all hours.
But...the actual proposed
idea is not very realistic and
does lack a convincing
"scholarship" value. What is
proposed is some area, a dormitory lobby, etc., to remain
open for students of the opposite sex to gather and
"study".
I do not believe that the
human brain can or does function properly after certain
hours of the night—say 1 a.m.
or midnight for some of us older
college students.
Unfortunately, the body and brain
give way to exhaustion and
eventually need to be

replenished with rest
This brings us to the second
point—and one which Dr.
Powell tried to express in his
statement but which seemed to
be taken too lightly or ignored.
What is the real purpose of a 24hour study area? Is it really for
studying or for "other" things.
Put yourself in a realistic
frame of mind—try to place
yourself in the shoes of the
President of this University.
Why should be pour our tuition
money and other money, into
paying for extra wages, extra
electricity and extra security
manhours into an idea which is
not benefitting the students
scholastically at all? Does this
24-hour study area perhaps,

The Eastern Progress
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have a name that it would not
realistically live up to?
Eastern Kentucky University
is a conservative institution,
and we would wager, it will
remain so for a long time to
come.
The Senate is
exhausting its efforts to win a
battle which cannot be won.
Now, getting back to the good
part of the proposal—extending
hours for study purposes. We
would like to see our Senate attempt something which is,
realistically speaking, not
beyond our reach...Something
which really would benefit the
student body—extended library
hours.
The Senate mentions extended library hours as one of
their many projects they are

working on, but why not
replace it for the 24-hour study
proposal, and pour effort into
an idea which has hope?
If all the wasted effort being
spent on the study area idea
were expounded on convincing
the University President that
we do need a place to study for
a longer period of time, the idea
would seriously be considered
and most probably accepted.
What we really need is for the
library hours to be extended, to
say, midnight on week nights
and to 1 a.m. during the few
weeks preceding exam week.
The proposal itself would also
be an expense to the University
but one, hopefully they would
be more willing to take on.
The above proposed library

hours are by no means conservative, but the idea, if
presented, would have that
scholastic element in it that Dr.
Powell was talking about and it
would stand a much better
chance of passing.
If that idea were presented to
the President, we feel certain
that many of the scholastic
minded students could feel
proud of a Student Senate who
could accomplish something
practical and of a real benefit
to their academic achievement.
We would not have then, a
governing body (in the words of
our Student Regent) "of ineffective voices crying in the
woods."
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Nuclear power plants
Heading toward a new 'Dark Age'
By TONY GORDON
Staff Writer
The world may be headed
toward a new "Dark Age." If
the construction of nuclear
power plants continues across
the United States, by the year
2000 all mankind could be faced
with extinction from the face of
the earth.
Nuclear pollution is the most
serious threat to life.
As
university students we need to
be much more aware of this
current movement that could
place us and many future
generations in serious danger
of extinction.
All students
should exert their voices in the
many issues that will involve
nuclear power plants in the
future.
Exposure to this nuclear
radiation can cause cancer,
and because the effects are not
immediate, babies may be born
mentally or physically defected. It also increases illnesses
of heart disease.
The "Nuclear Fission" of
uranium-235 releases ungodly
amounts of energy. That in it-

self might be a fantastic asset
to all mankind, and a blessing
to our energy crisis!
But, unlike conventional
power plants which burn coal,
oil or gas, nuclear plants are
powered with uranium or
plutonium. The nuclear reators
involved in this process are
water cooled and this water
becomes radioactive waste that
must be stored for very long
periods of time and kept totally
from the earth's atmosphere
not just for years, but many
decades.
Another important ingredient
of nuclear power is plutomium239, a man made element that
lingers radioactively for 240,000
•years, a very long time when it
comes to our lives, and our
childrens'
lives,
their
childrens' lives and many
more.
As of June 2,1976 there were
235 nuclear power reactors
either planned on order, under
construction or in operation. In
the year 2000 this number could
triple if citizens voice no objections. Billions of dollars

have been spent on nuclear
research to buy nightmares for
future generations, and for
what?
We have been lucky to date in
keeping this pollution to a
minimum but there is no
assurance that our luck will
hold out. It can only be God's
will that is hasn't happened yet.
How many more reactors must
be built and how many more
billions of lives must be
threatened before we realize
that our wisdom could be mere
foolishness?
The Progress encourages all
university students to get involved in the nuclear crisis.
Today's concerns become
tomorrow's problems and it
will be our generation that will
have to come to terms with
nuclear power and it's proper
role in society. Nuclear power
is not a toy that should be
played with by chance. Most
student's don't know the risk involved.
Nuclear power plants cannot

NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

IN THE

be kept totally safe from
sabotage or war, natural
disasters, earthquakes or just
human error. So how can this
madness be checked? Maybe
we should hault the construction of nuclear power
plants and find answers for
radioactive waste?
Our present trial and error
approach is not the answer;
there is no room for a mistake
that could doom future
generations.
A move against nuclear
power would be a move towards
progress. The risk involved for
the lives of people is too high for
fickle experimentations-even
in the hands of experts.
The control over the health of
man and the quality of the environment can not be left to
chance. Such control must be
carefully guarded and exercised by an informed public. If
we do not understand our
obligation within the next 24
years, tragedy and disaster will
be the final beginning of a
new "Dark Age!"

Grill strombole spoiled
To the Editor:
Ordinarily, I would not submit such a
negaUve comment but this letter is
taken straight from life and I could not
censor it or tone it down in anyway.
What actually happened was that a
t student bought a strombole sandwich
*■ and found mold on it and returned it.
Often I find food in the grill to be
spoiled and unpalatable. Besides the
safety factors and health factors of this
I think the people at Eastern deserve
the utmost in basic needs and services,

UNITED STATES

i.e. the Grill would be outlawed as far
as professional restaurants go.
A recent article in the leihjgtasi
Herald wrote that the causes of
degrading concern academically and
socially on campuses was due to:
alcoholism, little cultural stimulation
provided, dating,
television and
DIET.
You are what you eat. Think about it
before you hit the Grill.
In truth,
ArleenLaae
Box 23 Sullivan Hall
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Boston's premiere album
catapults to top of charts
their Instamatic movie
camera. On his off-hours he
gigged in various bar bands
around the Hub.
Here he met bassist Fran
Sheehan and lead vocalist-12
string acoustic guitarist
Bradley Delp. With an uncanny
knack for developing infectious
hook-and chorus arrangements, at times their crisp,
high harmonies remind one of
Yes, Led Zeppelin, and Queen.
Interplay of acoustic and
electric guitars is a hallmark of
their
technology-oriented
"Special effects" guitaristsinKer-composer-keyboard-player sound, and nowhere is this
TomScholz is the genius behind more effective than on their
current hit single, "More Than
Boston.
After getting a
a Feeling". Side one of their
Master's Degree in Mechanical
debut LP is quite strong.
Engineering from the
"Peace of Mind" follows
Massachusetts Institute of
"Feeling", and gives the band
Technology, Scholz was eman opportunity to display some
ployed by Polaroid, Inc. and
interesting
guitar
worked on the development of
BYBOBHOLUDAY
Staff Writer
Boston has emerged with one
of the strongest debut albums
of the year. That's the rock
band, folks, not the city.
Currently number three on
Billboard's Top 100 album
chart, the group has emerged
from practically nowhere in
less than three months to capture the spotlight as Boston's
(the city's) number one band to
watch.

pyrotechnics.
Some organ segues that
remind one of Yes open
"Foreplay", which serves as a
prelude to "Long Time", a
number with some especially
startling guitar changes. On
the album's flip side, two
strong cuts follow each other in
rapid succession, "Rock and
Roll Band" and "Smokin ".
Another acoustic-electric
number, "Hitch a Ride",
follows this and could very well
be the group's next single as it
has a definitely commercial
feel to it.
"Let Me Take You Home
Tonight" closes the album, and
is a no-stops-pulled-crowdraver-knockout.
I strongly
recommend this album for
prospective purchase as it is
among the year's best.

Helmuth receives merit award

EKU artists show in Evansville
Charles Helmuth, painting instructor in the art department,
received a merit award for his
oil painting "Flight Dream
Over Radial Clump of Grass"
in the annual Mid-State Art
Exhibit. This year's exhibit,
held at the Evansville, Indiana
Museum, was juried by in-

ternational known art critic,
John Canaday. Mr. Canaday is
the art critic for the New York
Times.

Harris, ceramic instructor and
Dennis Whitcopf, sculptor instructor.
—

Also included in the show
were Rhonda Smith, former art
student here and currently
Library museum artist, Phil

Three masks by Sarah
Capps, jewelry instructor,
are being shown at the Little
Gallery located in the
Louisville Public Library.

John Hayward, Karen Roberson, Judy
McEldowney and Rick Rebilas comprise
the Madrigal Singers,, one of the en-

tertainment features at this year's
Madrigal Feast. For more information on
the event, see story on page nine.

'Lively arts' events plentiful
during the Christmas holidays
If you find yourself in need of
creative respite from exam
studies, you ought to indulge in
a visit to Giles Gallery.
The current show, ceramics
by Zoeller and Cantrell, is composed of whimsical and intriguing pieces of pottery. I
found the multi-level castles
the most interesting,
reminiscent of illustrations in
the old Dr. Seuss books. Other
pieces had what looked like tree
roots entwined around the
vessels, seeming to grow right
out of them.
The downstairs section of the
gallery contains a senior BFA
show by Joe Metcalf.
How many times have you
been to a ballet, theatrical per-

formance or symphony orchestra concert?
Innumerable events such as
these are presented during the
holidays and usually center
around a Christmas story,

Carol at Actors Theatre in
Louisville; Tchaikowsky's Nutcracker ballet in Lexington,
Cincinnati and Louisville; and
Oliver! at Cincinnati's
Playhouse in the Park.

XPrrs
judy waHert
making them all the more enticing.
A smattering of events offered in this area include
Charles Dickens' A Christmas

Most establishments offer
discounts on ticket prices to
students, so take advantage of
holiday opportunities and
patronize the "lively arts!"
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10% discount to any EKU Student
with valid EKU I.D.

This offer good Thurs.
Dec. 9th through Mon. Dec. 13th

cfTftff Qfiristmas, fafa time
to romomfer ffom
Remember all the "special" people in
your life with "special" Hallmark
Christmas cards.

GtttBax

Just present your Receipt of Pui chase
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to the Customer
Service Desk along

University Center

Far* Fiwcttt b Back

When you care enough to send the very best
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with your valid ID.
for 10% discount.
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Nursing: Students say it's too hard
while administrator gives justification
By ERIC MIDDLEBROOK
Featare Editor
Terri Trammell it a two
year nursing student with a 72
per cent average in her
nursing theory class. In order
to get credit for this
semester's work she will have
to get 100 per cent on her final
exam.
Both two-year and four-year
nursing programs require a 78
per cent average before the
student can progress to the
next stage of study.
All of the two year and half
of the four year program is
divided into two parts:
clinical where the student is

graded for on the Job performance and theory classes
which involve text learning.
Both programs require that
the student average 78 per
cent in both clinical and
theory portions before the two
grades are complied for one
final percentage.
It is
possible, then, for the student
to average 100 per cent in one
area, 77 per cent in the other
and fail the semester.
A grade of "C" in both
programs requires a 7845 per
cent average. Grades are
given to averages below 78 per
cent, but neither program
accepts these as creditable

UNIVERSITY CENTER
RICHMOND

marks.
Trammell is in the medical
surgery division of the two
year program. That program
requires four semester-long
theory classes. Each theory
class is divided Into the five
systems of the body
(Respiratory .cardlo-vascular,
gastric, gynecojogy and skin).
100 point tests are given over
each section and there is a 100
point comprehensive final. It
Is then possible for a student to
earn 80 per cent on five of the
exams, 80 per cent one and fall
the semester with a 76 per cent
average.
Clinical grades are judged
on a one to four ratio, four
being the highest grade.
Students are judged on different categories, such as
medications and sterile
technique.
"It's hard for an instructor
to grade a student on that ratio
because it's hard to grade
each technique so precisely,"
Trammell said "The student
has to work clinical two days

each week from 8:30 a.m. to 2
pjn., but the grade is based on
about SO minutes of actual
testing time."
The two year program will
change to a satisfactoryunsatisfactory system next
semester because," The
faculty finds it hard to judge
fairly with the four point
system," Trammell said.
"The bad thing about it is,
I'll be taking the whole thing
over next semester, even
though I feel I've learned a
lot," she said.
' 'The grading scale is rough.
I don't think any other college
at this University uses that
kind of scale.
"There should be some kind
of breakthrough," Trammell
said, "because so many girls
get disappointed. I've seen
girls that did real well in
clinical and would have made
great nurses, but they didn't
do well in theory class.
"They just get bummed out
and quit," she said. "These

girls have wanted to be nurses
all of their lives, but they do
poorly on a couple of testa and
quit."
Four year nursing students
bsve to meet * general
education and department
requirements during their
first three semesters of study.
After that period the student
takes a fundamental course
graded equally on theory and
clinical performance.
The M week clinical period
Is divided into segments of
medical surgery and obstretical nursing. The student
serves four weeks in the first
area, then four in the second,
transferring to a different
hospital for the second
segment.
After that eight week
period, the student transfers
back to the first hospital for
three weeks of further
training in the first area, then
again back to the other
hospital for three more weeks
in the second catergory.
"It's so confusing," said Lou
Ann Ross, a junior who is
dropping out of the four year
program after this semester.
"It seems that as soon as you
get situated in one hospital,
it's time to go to another."
Concerning the theory
section, Rosa said, "I found
the tests to be very difficult. I
think there was a very high
failure rate In my medical
surgery class. We had quite a
(See NURSING, page f)

By RICK ZUERCHER
Staff Writer
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The next home basketball game is Saturday night against Robert Morris,

Orienteering growing in U.S.

[LEATHER GOODS
AND SPECIALITY!
ITEMS

He plays as hard
as he works. So
do you. In Dingo
boots. Handsome. Rugged.
Right in style anytime, anywhere.
Slip into a
pair today.

Long sleeve white
Polyester-cotton
bow tie blouse

The Eastern-Dayton brought frustration to
this coed as the Colonels pulled within two
points of the Flyers, only to lose by seven.

popular sport in America
according to Captain Chuck
Orienteering is becoming a CUnger, sponsor of the
Orienteering Club on campus.
According to CUnger
orienteering is a "cross
between map reading and
cross-country running. Who
tEARTH LEATHER]
jver gets the most points
wins."
HANDMADE

His
And your boots.

PW*. ay JOHN MAEDCft

Aww darn!!

■

* Shopper Charge

OPEN EVERY NITE UNTIL

CUnger said no one was hurt
seriously, but they did come
back with minor cuts and
bruises from the trees they hit
on the way down.
"Sometimes orienteerers
run up and down threehundred foot valleys," said
CUnger.
"
Orienteering originated in
Sweden, according to CUnger
and is becoming a weU known
and accepted sport In Europe.
He thinks it wUl become an
Olympic sport in the next two
or three years. *

To prepare for the sport one
must get a standard map of
the area. He must then go out
and set up "points." These
points are specific places the
orienteerer has to locate and
pass through. When the
CUnger says the geography
orienteerer finishes locstlng all
points he will have returned to department will offer a course
the place from which he in orienteering and navigation
next semester. The course
started.
will be listed as Geo 303. It
After the points have been will consist of map reading
set one must make changes on and will take in more of the
the map such adding power geogrsphical aspect of
lines or roads that the map orienteering.
does not indicate.
The course will also have a
four
hour lab where students
Everything is measured in
kilometers and meters. The can go out and do some
basic course is about three to orienteering.
3H miles.
CUnger says the campus
"You've got to have Orienteering Club it a
brains," said CUnger. "Its the member of the Orienteering
Federation. The team conthinking man's sport."
sists of seven females and
Several weeks sgo a group nineteen males. "About fifof students were orienteering teen are active," he said.
in Athens, Ohio. According to
Orienteering makes you
Lunger they were running, more aware and*capable of
decided to take a short cut and handling yourself In the
accidently ran off a cliff. outdoors," said CUnger.
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Students, administrators find ...

Campus movie apathy has
turned into revitalized interest

ru* ay JOHN MAEDER

Knit one, pearl two
Yep, it's a little different than knit one, pearl two with this
machine called an inkle loom. Barbara Swain, senior art

major from Danville demonstrates its functions in her art
class in the Campbell Building.

Credit union provides savings , loan,
insurance services for faculty and staff
ByCAYLENTICHENOR
SUH Writer
In business only two months,
the University Federal Credit
Union claims a membership of
130 and has made 11 loans
amounting to 13,210.
The concept of the credit
union came about two years
ago when a member of the
Committee on Professional
Growth and Faculty Welfare
asked the Committee's
president Dr. H.R. Gilliland,
professor of IET about the
possibilities of such a union.
Gilliland said he and
another member.Dr. Joe Wise,
made contact with several
credit unions including
Kentucky Credit Union

League, Lexington Signal
Depot Credit Union and
Fayette County Teachers
Federal Credit Union.
For a while Gilliland said
the possibility of Joining
another credit union already
existing was considered by the
committee, but the treasurer
of the University of Kentucky's credit union pointed
out that with an independent
credit union Eastern would
have more localized control.
Based on that, according to
Gilliland, the members
decided to start their own
union.
The union was formally
chartered last spring and a
massive mailing went out to

inform staff and faculty
members about it.
Out of 1600 mailings there
was a 20 percent return rate.
Eighty per cent came from
faculty and staff. Gilliland
blamed poor communication
for the low response of the rest
of the staff.
Dr. Robert J. Miller,
associate professor of
-elementary education, and
president of the organization
explained how the credit union
works.
The prospective member,
who must be a full time employe of the school, pays six
dollars to enter. One dollar
goes to cover credit union
expenses and the other five

buys the first share. Shares
are five dollars apiece.
After that if a member so
desires he can purchase as
many shares as he wishes per
payday. It is done painlessly
through a payroll deduction
plan.
Each share that a member
buys goes into a savings account but interest is not paid.
Rather, dividends are paid.
Beginning next January the
divident payments will be
made quarterly. Six percent
on members savings is the
expected rate according to a
pamphlet put out by the union.
Savings are protected by
FICA up to $40,000.
A spinoff of the savings plan
is life insurance. Every dollar
that a member Invests is
matched with a dollar of insurance up to $2000 worth of
shares or 400 shares.
If a member needs to
borrow money he may do so
upon approval from the credit
committee. The pay back
interest rate is 12 per cent per
annum or 1 percent per
month.
For example if a member
borrowed $100 for 12 months
and paid it back in 12 equal
payments the total interest
cost would be $6.68.
In case a member dies
before paying the loan back
the loan is taken care of by
Credit Life Insurance.
Disability loan insurance
takes care of the loan if a
member if disabled.
Miller said that the members of the board of Directors
have been bonded for a set
amount in case of embezzlement.
Interested employes should
contact treasurer Wilson.

By MARK TURNER .
a.bout one month in advance,
Gaeit Writer
said Myers. There would be
Unlike many other colleges "two or three showings of
and universities, there are no each movie."
longer University sponsored
"I was upset by the way it
movies on campus.
was handled by Buehner,"
The campus flicks were said Jerry Perry, who teaches
canceled after two successive cinema history classes.
years of financial loss.
The movies lost money
"The movies were supposed because Buehner had no
to be self supporting," said knowledge of film, said Perry.
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice"They showed 35mm film
president for Student Affairs instead of 16mm film. Thirtyand the official head of the five mm film is much more
movie series.
Myers expensive," said Perry.
acknowledged a loss of nearly
Films should have been
t6,000 over the last two years. ordered sooner and in greater
The 1975-1976 school year saw quantity, said Perry, since
a loss of $3,780 by the movie some film companies give
series.
discount rates for large or"There was a definite lack ders.
of student Interest," said
In July 1974, Perry tried to
Myers. "There are three contact Buehner and ask if
movie theaters in the area, some movies could be ordered
plus drive-ins. We would show that would correspond to the
movies that the theaters had cinema history classes.
shown a week before."
"I tried five times to contact
"We would advertise in the him and he never replied,"
Progress and F.Y.I.," said said Perry. "It wasn't until
Myers. "We would try not to we had an appointment with
schedule movies opposite Myers that Buehner ever met
other University events, but with us."
sometimes that couldn't be
At that meeting, Buehner
helped."
* orally agreed to order some
President Martin had the movies in co-operation with
final say in canceling the the cinema history classes,
movies, "Upon recom- said Perry. The movies were
mendation from me," said never shown.
Myers.
Two movies were shown in
Keith Buehner, an up- co-operation with a film and
perclass business major at the literature class taught by Dr.
time, was in charge of the Carol Polsgrove of the
movie series. He would select communications department
and order the movies as well and Dr. Fred Johnson of the
as schedule them. For his English department
efforts, Buehner received $10 One movie, "Little Big
a show, Myers said.
Man," was shown on the same
Movies would be ordered night as a basketball game.

Possibly hardest major

Nursing opinions clash
(Coatfaned freco page 4)

"Our programs are based
on research and literature on
few girls drop out at midpassing state exams, as well
term.
as comparison to other
"I value my sanity more
institutions that studies found
than being a nurse," she said.
to be successful," she said.
"Another nursing friend of
mine said the nursing
Voight said clinical grades
program wants 20 hours for are important in that they
every hour in class. That's serve a natural, logical and
probably not far off."
defensible
function
in
Dr. Lynn Voight, four year evaluating and reporting.
nursing coordinator, feels
"It's like any other
both the two and four year professional school," she said.
programs
are
typical "We want the best qualified
examples of student nursing student because they perform
criteria across the nation.
not only a public service, but a
"Even
though
the public trust.
University offers a certain set
"If you were near death,
of requirements for the school,
each department can set would you find comfort in
different criteria," Voight knowing your nurse had only a
"C" average in college?"
said.
"We want not only to retain
the student after being accepted into the program, but
we want them to pass the state
board examination after their
graduation.

>a

Hall's

Despite this clash " in
scheduling, "the place was
packed," said Polsgrove.
"We are considering
reinstating the movies," said
Myers. "We have several
proposals, but Skip Daugherty
has the most interesting
idea."
"A film run every night,
regardless of what else is
going on on campus," is the
proposal by Daugherty, the
director of student activities
and organizations.
"Right now I'm trying to
find a facility to have it that's
free every night," said
Daugherty.
Daugherty wants to have a
set pattern in the movies he
runs.

Interested in forming a

Charismatic Christian
fellowship at EKU?
CALL COLLECT:

Bob Weiner
(502) 444-6805
or

443-6984

Pizza Hut
SALAD BAR
NOW AT PIZZA HUT

ON THE RIVER

c
95
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The Finest of Seafood
The Choicest of Steak
ttMBtlH

Boonesborough. Kentucky

Aunv right!
There was plenty to cheer about for Colonel fans when they
fought a 16 point deficit at half-time to come from behind to
defeat a powerful Morris Harvey team Saturday night in the
Alumni Coliseum. The victory gave the Colonels a 1-1 record
with no games played in the OVC.
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"Once a month have a
western, a science fiction, so
the students will know when it
is," Daugherty said.
Daugherty plans on showing
second run films.
"Good
movies that have been around
the theaters already."
"We need some people who
know something about films
providing some input," said
Perry- Perry suggests a
committee of students and
faculty to suggest the movies
to be shown.
"They should use 16mm and
a smaller room," said Perry,
offering ways in which to save
money.
"There are a lot of good, old
movies that would pack the
house," Perry said.

Hickmond

Christmas Wrapping Paper,
Bows, Napkins, Ribbon, & Cards
- 54 price & less
Candles - % price
Gifts/Toys for MOB, Dad, Brothers & Sisters
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In Faculty Senate meeting

New Master's Program approved
By KEN HILL
Staff Write
A proposed new Master's
Degree Program w»i approved by the Faculty Senate
»t Its meeting Monday
The new Master of Art!
program will be Planning
Specialisation in Geography.
The program will Include a labour core program plus a
•upportlng minor of nine to 12
hours, six hours of either an
Internship or a theses, and six
to nina hours of elective* In the
flsld of applied geography. AD
totaled the program entails 38
semester hours study.
Evan though the Geography
Dept. is currently/ offering the

required courses for this
degree program, this Is the
first time it has been identified
explicitly aa "Planning
Specialisation".
The recognition of the
program may prove helpful to
those graduates who complete
their Masters studies and who
are leasing employment.
In other business the Senate
voted to change the name of
the Department of Communications to Department of
Mass Communications.
Faculty and students involved In that department felt
the new name is more indicative of the types of
programs now being offered

which are all oriented toward
mass communications.
The senate hopes mat the
new name will clear-up the
confusion existing between
programs offered by the
Department of Speech and
Theatre Arts and the now
Department of Maas Communications.
Another measure voted on
and approved by the Senate
had to do with a program title
change. The B.S. program in
Speech
Pathology
and
Audiology, as it is now known,
will
be
called
Communications Disorders. The
new title is the result of
changes in the State cer-

tification and the national
trend in the field.
Three
new
student
organisations were also approved at the meeting; they
are the Bluegrass Orienteering Club, the MBA
Association, and Sigma Tau
Alpha.
The Faculty Senate alas
discussed, and made minor
changes In a many-faceted
(omnibus) amendment aimed
at the organisation of the
faculty at the University.
After about an hour's
deliberation, the discussion of
that amendment was tabled,
until the next Faculty Senate
meeting.

Still 'Undecided'? Try GCS 199
MyBOBHOLLIDAY
Staff Writer
Students who are undecided
about a career choice might
find help by taking a career
counseling seminar course
(GCS IN).
One hour of
academic credit is offered for
the eight-week course bald at
EUandale Hall.
Spring semester classes will
be offered from January 17 March Sand from March 7 April 28. Staff psychologists
who teach the course Include
Dr. Calvin Tolar, Director,

Dr. Judith Brown, Jen Colvin,
and Virginia Menifee.
The seminar course is
aimed at betaing a target
group of fressancn who are
undecided about what careers
they intend to pursue or what
major areas they Intend to
study.
No more than 12 students
are Involved In any one
seminar, so that helping a
student make career choices
can be done on an Individual
basis.
The seminar Is both

discussion and experienceoriented. "Students have an
opportunity to receive feedback from ua and from other
students,"
Brown commented.
"Sometimes students come
Into a session not knowing
themselves very well—s
person must know who be Is
and separate what he wants
from his fears," said Colvin.
The class is designed to help
a student learn basic skills
that will enable him to find a
job—but he must make his
own career decision.
"Unrealistic thinking about
yourself
Involves overestimating
or
underestimating what your
abilities are," said Tolar. As
an example, a student may be
highly adept at math,
although his career interests
lie in another area entirely.

row

'Messiah' orchestra

The staff's job is to help the
student realistically aasess
where his talents really lie.
"Students need a lot of information about their level of
intelligence," said Menifee.
This particular target group of
freshman
think
more
realistically about career
alternatives by examining
their personal characteristics,
values, likes and dislikes and
abilities.
In a recent survey on career
counseling, 36 per cent said
they benefited from such an
experience, 46 per cent said
they got more out of it than
they .expected and 16 per cent
said they were benefited much
more than expected.

Dr. David Wehr directs the Symphony Orchestra practice of
Handel's "Messiah" . The orchestra members total 250

Travel Bureau offers package deal
for spring breaks in'Sunshine State'

BY JOYCE CUNNINGHAM
Duggins.
Staff Writer
The program originated
For all the sun worshipers when Duggins went to
who migrate south every Washington D.C. two sumspring break the National mers ago to the National
Student Travel
Bureau Student Congress Association
(NSTB) Is offering a package where he witnessed NSTB on a
deal to the "sunshine state." national level and thought It
This is only the association's would be a good idea for the
second year of cooperation University.
with the University.
The program started last
"It
offers
student year under former SA
Career counseling groups
have been given here for four associations throughout the President Jim Murphy but
years, but it has been only nation to participate In a was unsuccessful because of
during the last two years that travel package around the late advertisement and high
classes have been offered for world at reasonable prices," costs.
said
coordinator
Mike
academic credit.
This year, Duggins, with the
help of Betsy Jones, Is attempting to set up another trip
to Florida.
Tbe trip this spring break is
\\
cJ ' \"
to Fort Lauderdale, but was
originally planned to Daytona
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Duggins urged students to
sign up early to assure a
reservation A balance of fSO
Is due SO days prior to tbe
departure. If for any reason s
person has payed his money
and decides not to go, there
will be a |19 cancellation fee
returning only $39 of the ISO.
"This Is done because there
has to be a minimum of 40
students going, to take advantage of the deal," Duggins
said.
"NSTB makes it possible to
offer low package rates
because tbe air line and hotel
offer reductions with a large
group.
For further information
contact Duggins or Jones st
62MeSfl or MM783.

By RICK ZUERCHER
Staff Writer
The ROTC Rifle team and
Orienteering Club have been
scoring
highly
in
Intercollegiate activity.
The rifle team went to
Xavier University in Cincinnati and won first place as
a scholarship team.
Kevin Jones took first place
in the individual scholarship
competition.
The team took second place

in the varsity competition. 40
Per cent of tbe varsity team
are ROTC shooters.
Tbe rifle team will be
competing in tbe national
championship.
Tbe team
ranks among the top five in
tbe nation.
The orienteering dub went
to the mountaineer ROTC Invitational meet In Morgantown, W.Va., Nov. «. They
came in Brat place receiving
gold and silver medals.

Since then the team bis
token part in the largest
orienteering meet in the
nation. The meet was held st
Athena, Ohio.
Eastern's orienteering Club
placed ninth out of 19 In the
competition.
Le Maur Roberts came In
fourth at the meat and will
"probably be ranked among
the top 10 In tbe nation," said
Clinger.

suyPpsnai

TAKE TREAT
You'll find you can do all your gift
shopping In one convenient store.
Here are Just a few of our gift
suggestions, by Hallmark:

Beach. Plans were changed
because "all of the hotels that
NSTB deals with were
booked," said Duggins.
NSTB offers two plans. One
Is round trip via Eastern Air
Lines from Lexington and
meals are served on tbe flight.
It also includes seven days
and nights at the Beach Club
Hotel located on the beach),
hotel tax, gratuities snd
registration.
The second plan Is the "land
rate deal." It includes all
hotel AccomodaUons, taxes,
gratuities and registration,
but the student must be able to
find his own transportation.
Tbe trip la scheduled for
Saturday, March 11, to give
students time Friday after
classes to pack.

Riflers firienteers successful

TABIERITE USDA CHOICE BEEF

WaV

musicians and will perform Dec. 12 at • p. m in the Brock
Auditorium.
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Computer games gain in popularity as
students plug in to cheap entertainment

Dr. Nancy Peel
Folksinger on the side

By MARK TURNER
great increase in enrollment
Gaest Writer
in computer rl asses
Chris Elsberry and Joe
"The people who play the
Valentour sit at a computer games are those who, through
terminal in Memorial Science some class, already have
room 204 as the typewriter- access to the computer. The
like device prints blue num- account was set up so anyone
bers, letters and symbols on can play the games," she said.
the white paper.
Games can be played on any
Valentour leaves the ter- computer terminal. Terminal as Elsberry punches in minals are located in
commands: PHA,TOR,EVA, Memorial Science 204,
and EXC.
Wallace 430, and Combs 209.
The paper is covered as
Nutrek is the moat popular
Valentour and Elsberry trade game. Elsberry and Valenplaces.
Valentonr's com- tour got together because
mands are: QUA, LAN, EXC. "we're both good," according
Now they both watch as the to Elsberry. "I know the tworesults are printed. Valentour guys Joe lives with. I kill
says, "I'm going to kill you them when we play. They said
with this one," but as he reads Joe could beat them so we
the results he lets out an ex- decided to play," said
clamation.
Elsberry.
"What did you do?" asks
"War games
always
Valentour. Elsberry laughs. fascinated me. I've always
Elsberry and Valentour are been good at them," said
playing a computer game Valentour. Playing Nutrek
called Nutrek.
"la an inexpensive form of
Games on the computer are entertainment"
becoming popular. One of the
Perry Watkins and Shannon
reasons for the growing Franklin play games every
popularity is the new com- night on the computer.
puter account for games.
Talking about the new games
Carol Teague, head of the account. Franklin said, "It's
Division of Academic Com- definitely better. More people
puting Services, is in charge of can play. It makes you more
the new games account.
efficient with the computer."
"The major reason for the
"Nutrek and Star Trek are
games account was to have a the best, but they don't have
feeling of how long people play Star Trek any more," said
games," said Teague.
Watkins. "Nutrek is good
The games account can be because two people can play
used between 9 p.m. and 8 it"
a.m. so as not to interfere with
Watkins thinks the idea of a
people who need the computer Nutrek tournament is good.
to do work.
Steve Pence sits with a
"Games stimulate interest worried look on his face. He Is
with which she entertained the in the computer," Teague playing a game called FlipAustralians during her trip.
said, but she does not expect a flop.
"Students teach me new
chords and songs," she said,
TAKE HOME A Gin FOR MOM.
while continuously turning a
puzzle-like object in her hands.
LARGE SELECTION 6F
According to Peel, Elvis
HANGING BASKETS, FOLIAGE PUNTS,
Presley has influenced her
along with young people. "He
POT MUMS AND P0MSETT1AS.
has good values and he is
HOURS 10 AMI PM DAILY.
basically a good person."
THER TIMES CALL FIRST
"My favorite singer is Joan
623-1245 OR 623-4442.
Baez and Judy Collins also
has a nice voice." she said.
When asked if she would like
to make folksinging her
profession, Peel said, "I'd
2 MILES FROM EKU.
rather be in education and do
SOUTH ON LANCASTER ROAD.
folksinging on the side rather
than being a folksinger and a
TURN RIGHT AND GO UNDER 1-75, TUNNELS
part-time educator.
FIRST DRIVE ON LEFT.

Dr. Peel regards teaching
as next to 'highest calling'
By JOYCE CUNNINGHAM
Staff Writer

Dr. Nancy Peel has spent
most of her life bettering her
education, but her life's goal is
to be good at whatever she
does. The application of her
goal to education earned her
an award for Excellence in
Teaching.
A professor of elementary
education. Peel has been with
the University for the past 10
years.
During this span, Peel
visited 27 states attending
math education conventions.
She also had a chance to go out
of the states to Goulburn New
South Wales.
During the spring semester
Peel was a visiting lecturer at
the college in Goulburn and
received an honorary
diploma for Distinguished

Visitor in Mathematics
Education.
"I've always regarded
teaching, next to the ministry,
the highest calling," said
Peel.
The Nicholasvllle native
received her bachelors and
masters from the University
of Kentucky and her doctorate
in math at Indiana University.
She has a collection of
guitars and her favorite was s
graduation present from
Homer Ledford, a graduate
craftsman from the Univversity. "It's my proudest
possession," she said. "I've
been into folksinging all of
my life."
Peel also
said it was their only form of
entertainment when she was
growing up in Nicbolasville.
Peel has written some songs
and poems about Kentucky,

ADAMS
GREENHOUSE

Chris Elsberry looks
The general consensus is worried as' the results of the
that the games account is last moves are printed out by
good. "There were very few the computer. "I don't have

Terminal turn on

ATTENTION STUDENTS

'

■

Communications with the
computer have now been
established. To find out what
games can be played type in
CAT 2, 0 and press the
carriage return key. To play a
game, type RUN (2,0) and the
carriage return key must be name of the game exactly as It
pressed after every entry is spelled on the catalogue and
before the computer will press carriage return.
respond. Next the computer
will ask a question about f
To turn the computer off,
TALJC messages.
Answer type BYEF and turn
either yes or no.
everything off.

To play a game, locate an
empty terminal. Turn the
terminal on by pressing the
"on" button Just above the
keyboard on the right side.
Then push the "on" button on
the modem. The modem is the
separate box located near the
telephone. Then dial one of
the numbers taped to the
telephone.
The computer will identify
itself and print ACCOUNT No.
Type 2, 2 and push the

carriage return key on the
right hand side of the
keyboard. The computer will
then print PASSWORD. Type
the word GAMES and press
the carriage return key. The

The First Record Album Of NBC's
Is Here To Enjoy Every Night!
"The comedy album
of the year I"

Dan Aykroyd
JohnBehjshi
Chevy Chase
Jane Curtin
Garrett Morris
Laraine Newman
Radnor

Ail of those incredible
"SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE"
features, including special
guest appearances.
It's msrs fan than a barrel
•f ieid ■aakays!

AL 4107
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m ea Men oi aa FS» I
MONTY PYTHON
•MSa
HOLY QUAIL

Outrageous Album!
MONTY PYTHON 4 THE HOLY GRAIL
Original Soundtrack Recording
AL4050
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On Arista Records
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AVAILABLE AT ALL RECORD STORES
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any power. All I can do is sit
there."
Joe Valentour smiles and
punches in his commands with
confidence of a battle won.
The computer then prints
that both ships have used all of
their power. "The battle U a
draw," It says.
"What!" exclaims
Valentour, looking at the
print-out skeptically.
Elsberry smiles.
"Come on, let's play again,"
urges Valentour. "I know I
can beat you."

Print out a computer victory

Interest growing in
Real Estate studies
supportive specialties have
ByJUDYWAHLERT
provided a growing demand
Arts Editor
for college-educated persons.
The Real Estate Studies
Recent salary studies
Program which was initiated
completed by the National
here in Pall, 1975, has been
Association of Realtors inexpanding at a rapid rate both
dicate that earning potential
in student interest and
of four-year collegiate real
curriculum development.
estste program graduates
The program, chaired by ranges to $30,000 within five
Dr. Donald E. Bodley, a
years of graduation. This
former real estate consultant
makes real estate one of the
to major builder-developers,
highest paid professions
now offers both two and four
available to business majors.
year degree programs. A
Rho EpsUon, a professional
masters program is in the
honor fraternity, has also been
planning stages for Fall, 1S77.
formed in the Interest of
Course offerings for Spring students In the real estate
semester include real estate field." Associated with the
principles, law, finance, ap- National Association of
praisal and income property, Realtors, the organisation
marketing,
property lends prestige within the
management, and con- profession to graduates and
provides specialised Job
struction.
Professional approaches to placement opportunities to Its
real estate, brokerage and members.

complaints when the account
was established," said
Teague.
"It cuts down on the time
you can play," said Watkins,
' "but there's never anybody
over here at night."
"Everybody does their work
during the day so there's
nobody here at night,"
Elsberry said.

' This U my first time," be
said.''I don't know much about
it I came over to do some
work. I was Just curious."
"Anyone can submit s
game,"said Teague, who
solicits all games before they
are put into the account. In
order for a game to be accepted it must require some
thought and be easy to understand.

DRESSES
RAINCOATS

SHIRTS
Laundered to
Perfection

J-apsiits
I lias
'
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an apple a day...
Ccta Raymond M.D

Since this is the final Dre-Christmas issue
(rf the Progress and this column:
From each of us at Student Health—God
bless you and all the families you represent.
Have fun, get some rest, and don't burn
yourselves out!
See you next year.

In Keen
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Hanging of the Greens
scheduled for Sunday
By ANGELA WILLIAMS
Stall Writer
The Official University
jfWS— of the Christmas
MUOII wUl iUrt this weekend
with the 47th annual Hanging
of tha Groans.
The Hanging of the Groans
Is a procession of 62 girls
dressed In white surplices
featlying laurel ropes between
■bom which are to be hung In
MM Keen Johnson Ballroom.
[ Donald Smith and Amy
Waxandar are the directors of
the program this year.
f "It began In 1936 In the lobby
h* Burnam HalL" said Smith.
"This wai due to its large
yi discussing exactly what
Hanging of the Greens
really is. Smith said, "It's the
of the ChristIt Und of kicks
off the Christmas spirit"
The laurel rope* are hung on
the Ughti of the
Keen
Johnson Ballroom and will

remain for the rest of the week
for the public to view.
Following the procession
there Is a Christmas service
conducted by students and one
alumni who gives the
Christmas message.
Smith said, "We try to have
an alumni as our minister for
the program.
This years'
alumni is the Reverend
Donald R. Herron," said
Smith.
Smith later added, "Most of
the girls are from sororities,
but there are a few independent girls. The InterFraternity Council provides
the ushers for the program."
In discussing the size of the
audience In past years, Smith
said, "The crowd gets bigger
each year. We usually have
900 to 600 people."
The ceremony will be
Sunday, December 13 in
Walnut Hall st 4 p.m. The
public is invited.
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Bach weak in the Progress, Kappa kfu EpsUon will sponsor
Brain Teasers, Mathematical puxxles. Wort them out and
deposit your angers in the box outside the Math Office (402
Wallace) by 3 p.m. of the following Monday. Thenamssof
the peopic who correctly solved the problems will then be
published in the next issue of the Progress.
THIS WEEK'S BRAIN TEASERS:
1. A man owns a square plot of land with a house on a ^corner section of it When he dies, he leave* the lot with the
house on it to his wife and divides the rest of the land among
hU 4 sons so that they all get the same amount of land in the
ssam shape How doe. he divide IU

3. In the following long division each letter represents one
and only one decimal digit and each digit Is represented
throughout by the same letter. To Bad my Christmas
message, establish the correspondence of letters to digits
and arrange them in the order l .2,3,4,5,6,7,M,0.
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Brain Teasers

1 Substitute uV numbers 0,1 A3.4A«,7.«.». for the letters
A.C.E,H,I,M,RAT,Y In such s manner that
MERRY equals CHRIS+ TMAS
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FOR THE SOLUTIONS TO LAST WEEK'S BRAIN
TEASERS, PLEASE SEE THE BULLETIN BOARD OUTSIDE WALLACE wft

i* ^r
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Ron Caateen, Dupree Office Manager (DRB), The Lone
Arranger, Fnumle Rabs, Cautious Dave and Gay G.
Riggs. Congratulations!
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Anyone can get caught
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Abuse of STAN numbers can result
in problems for the unsuspecting
By CANDY GRAHAM
Staff Writer
The Special Telephone
Account Number (STAN) Is
often a victim of abuse.
Two of the most prevalent
cases of STAN frauds are
stolen cards and fake numbers.
According to Ann Kindred,
supervisor of the STAN
program
in
Richmond,
"Fraud cases are handled out
4 mi

«

So

On US 2S

RICHMOND
•DRIVE-INTQKITE l SUNDAY

*

MOVIE STARTS 7:15P.M.

SEE HOW THEV

PLAY!
WORK!
LIVE!

of the Louisville office by their
investigation bureau."
The only cases handled by
the Richmond office, according to Kindred, are
errors on the bill and the
collection of bills.
A person who is guilty of
fraudulently possessing or
using a bill can find himself in
serious trouble.
Kindred said, "They can
arrest you. You can be fined
or Jailed"
The extent of the punishment is according to the
severity of the actual fraud.
In the case of a discrepancy
in the phone bill, or a call that is

unfamiliar, one should get in
contact with South Central
Bell business office st 623N17.
If a student should find
himself with a bill that Is too
large for him to pay, he should
call the business office.
According to Kindred,
"We have two very nice
ladies, Mrs. Finney and Mrs.
Brickley,
to help the
students."
They are available to help
the student to try to come up
with a definite plan of action
towards paying the bill.
Kindred said, "We do make
payment arrangements, but

FttCS COFFCC!
One cup. It's the least we can do during exams from
'FREE COFFEE" 12 p.m. to 6 a.m
through FriDec 10 OPEN 24 HOURS DEC 12
THROUGH DEC. 16

eAls^
SJslla

.

'

Be a thoughtful Santa this Christmas
with Wendy's Gift Certificates. Each five dollar booklet
contains 10 Gift Certificates good for all the good things at
Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburgers.

Eastern By-Pass RICHMOND
2575 Nicholasville Rd.
LEXINGTON

1499 Boardwalk Ave.
NORTH PARK, LEXINGTON

*%*&€*%*&€ Fresh tastes best M^*€*g*€*<

GIRLS

we don't lute to. It isn't a good
idea.
"It's not something we do s
lot of-only in extreme cases.
"Most students who get
behind in their bills hsve their
STAN number disconnected
until the bill Is paid. Than they
hsve it re-instated."
Kindred
ended
by
saying that, "We are glad
to work with the student We
appreciate the student being
there and using our phone
system."
So If the only STAN number
abuse you are guilty of Is an
overdue phone bill, give the
business office s call. . -

(■•tare ly-Pau

We do it all lor You'
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Christmas activities
abound on campus
I *ead notice ot i pedal evenU and meeting'timei,
datea ud placet to Terry Taylor, orf anliatloM editor,
«tt floor, JMM BaOdtat. UBICM notice U In by the
Friday precedlac pobUcaOon, pUcemeat In Tae Direct
Carraac eaaaM be gaaraBtoed.
Today

2:00 Minority Student Counseling Service, Room E,
Powell Building
4:45 Aaaodation of Law Enforcement, Kennamer Room,
Powell Building.
1:15 Alpha DelU Pi meeting, Room A, Powell Building
7:00 Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meeting, Rooms
C,D,E,F and Kennamer Room, Powell Building.
7:30 Trap and Skeet Club meeting. Room A, Powell
Building.
7:30 Hanging of the Greens practice, Keen Johnson
Building.
1:00 Recreation Club Christmas party, 212 Madison.
9:00 Art Association meeting, Room 439, Campbell
Building.
Friday, December 10
6:30 Music Department Madrigal Dinner, Keen Johnson
Building.
¥
7:00 Wesley Foundation caroling and Christmas party.
Saturday, December 11
10:00 a.m. Hanging of the Greens practice, Keen Johnson Building.

the

direct current
terry tayior

3:00 "Messiah" dress rehearsal, Brock Auditorium.
7:30 Basketball game vs. Robert Morris, Alumni
Coliseum
Sunday, December 12
4:00 Hanging of the Greens, Walnut Hall, Keen Johnson
Building.
6:00 Theta Chi meeting, Kennamer Room, Powell
Building.
7:00 Sigma Nu meeting, Jaggers Room, Powell
Building.
6:30 Wesley Foundation, worship through sharing.
7:30 Black Student Union Christmas Social, Herndon
Lounge, Powell Building,
6:30 "Messiah", Brock Auditorium.
Monday, December 13
FINALS BEGIN
6:00 Football banquet. Keen Johnson Building.
- Tuesday, December 14
FINALS
7:00 Rotary Club meeting, Keen Johnson Building.
Wednesday, December 15
FINALS
6:30 Wesley Foundation, fellowship hour.
7:00 Explorer's Club meeting. Room 329, Wallace
Building.

Three new groups join ranks
of recognized organizations
BY TERRY TAYLOR
OrgaalaattoBS Editor
The Faculty Senate approved
three
new
organisations during their
meeting
held Monday,
December 6. The new groups
are the Bluegrass Orienteering
Club, the MBA Association,
and Sigma Tau Alpha.
Outdoor activities will be
the central focus of the
Bluegrass Orienteering Club.
Members will be taught land
navigation and compass usage
skills, aa well as abilities that
will toad to safe enjoyment of
outdoor activities. The groups
will be able to send
representatives
to
intercollegiate orienteering

meets.
The purpose of the MBA
Association is to stimulate
academic interest and
professionalism among those
students pursuing a course of
study leading to a masters
degree In the field of business
administration.
Increased educational
standards, mental and
spiritual welfare and good
fellowship among members
and between chapters of the
Rainbow Girls Is the goal of
Sigma Tau Alpha. Members
will also provide service
activities for the University.
In order to become an approved campus organisation,
the group must first submit

their charters for application
and a thorough screening
process.
Skip Daugherty, director of
student organizations and
activities, often helps new
groups in organizing their
constitutions, and grants them
temporary recognition until
the approval process is
completed.
Dr. Lola Doane chairs the
Committee on Student
Organizations, which grants
first approval to new groups.
The Council on Student
Affairs, headed by Dr.
Thomas Myers, vice-president
of student affairs, then votes
on the organization.
Final recognition is granted

Unusual questions

by the Faculty Senate, which
meets once a month.
The entire procedure is
explained in detail for
students in the Student
Handbook.

Staff Writer

"Who
was
Eastern's
mascot, and where Is he now
buried?" was one of the
questions recently asked of
Military Police pledges by the
company's active members.
The fall pledge period ended
before Thanksgiving with an
'Initiation Night', during
which the active MP's devised
a variety of activities to put
the 20 pledges through.
According to Art Pascal,
commanding officer, the
pledges survived.
The
company now numbers 36,
eight of which are woman.
The MP organisation is open
to any student taking military
science courses and main-

taining an overall 2.0 GPA.
Every morning a member is
According to Pascal, most stationed at the corner of
members plan to Join the Crabbe and Lancaster to
Army, though some are there direct traffic.
This year, for the first time,
"Just to get involved in
things."
the MP's sent a four man color
guard unit to compete In the
The group is basically a Austin Peay State University
service organisation, Color Guard Invitational.
The unit was provided
established in 1967 to serve the
University and the community beforehand with a drill which
they performed in front of the
through various projects.
MP activities include Judges, who were regular drill
working for the Red Cross sergeants.
The four men, Todd Smith,
Blood Drive, collecting
donations for the Heart Fund, Jim Newton, Greg Norwood,
and providing color guards and Spike McCracken,
and additional security for returned to EKU with a firstbasketball and, football place trophy
Pascal said, "If there's
games.
They also help with traffic more competition out there,
control at games and parades. we'll send another unit. And,

BUCCANEER S'V.
FBI., SAT., & SUN.
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For outstanding seniors
%

Excellence iji scholarship
and character rewarded
By SUSAN LENNON
Staff Writer
Eighteen seniors who have
displayed superior academic
achievement were nominated
into the national honor society
of Phi Kappa Phi.
Those
accepting
the
nomination were initiated in a
special ceremony in which
they received the society's
key.
Nominees selected have
attained an academic standing of 3.7 or higher on a scale
of 4.0 for their undergraduate
work.
"Phi Kappa Phi recognizes
scholarship and character in
all fields," said Donald Smith,
secretary-treasurer of the

organization. He continued,
"Pi Beta Kappa, which is
another distinguished honor
society, only offers recognition
Is areas relating to the liberal
arts and sciences."
Phi Kappa Phi was founded
In 1897 "at the University of
Maine. Currently, there are
173 chapters and 300,000
members.
The society's primary
objective Is recognition and
encouragement of superior
scholarship in all academic
disciplines. Phi Kappa Phi Is
convinced-that in recognizing
and honoring those persons, it
will stimulate others to strive
for excellence.
Moreover, the society
serves the interests of the
student capable of excellence

Music department
sponsors dinner
By TONY GORDON
Staff Writer
The music department is
sponsoring a Elizabethan
Christmas Madrigal Feast, at
the Keen Johnson Ballroom
tomorrow, at 6:30.
The Madrigal Singers,
group of sixteen selected
vocalists, will feature old
English musical entertainment of the Yuletide
tradition of 16th century
England.
"One of the finest group of
vocalists that I've ever
worked with," said Mr. John
Hayward, director of the

President Emeritus Robert
R. Martin appointed a committee to study the pros and
cons of alternative plans for
organization approval.
Members
are
Myers,
Daugherty, Student Senate
President Jimmy Chandler,
and Senate Senator Linda
Eads.
They are checking with
Aurora, the student literary
other institutions to discover If magazine, is accepting
there are better procedures to manuscripts for the spring
recommend.
1977 issue, published in April.
Any student at Eastern la
eligible to submit manuscripts
of poetry, prose, creative
essays, or one-act plays.
Manuscripts should be typed,
double-spaced, with name and

Madrigal Singers. "I feel they
have the potential to become
one of the best group of young
singers in the state!"
Elizabethan Dancers will
perform a "Dumb Show"
under the direction of Dr.
Robert Sporre, professor of
drama. There will also be a
seven course dinner Including
"Surloyyne of Rost Beef and
Fayre Wilde Kowle."
Tickets are $6.50 each and
may be reserved by phoning
622-3266 between 9 a.m. and 4
p.m. Tickets can also be
obtained from members of the
University Singers and in the
Foster Music Building office.

by insisting that in order to
acquire a Phi Kappa Phi
chapter, an institution must
provide the means and atmosphere conducive to
academic excellence.
"I am really happy to be
nominee because it's such a
high honor," said Janet,
Griffin, an elementary
education major.
Ann Hauachildt was equally
pleased about her accomplishment. "I'm sure It
will help in future endeavors
and in graduate school," she
said.
"It will always look good on
a resume," added accounting
major Lajwry McKee.
Other nominees included:
Marsha Jean Adams,
Columbus, Ohio; Lloyd Dale
Ballard, Richmond; Karen

Jean Burns, Perrysburg,
Ohio; Susan Carlisle Cornett.
Jackson; Patricia Lynn
David, Richmond; C. Ben
Fish, Louisville; Jodie Brill
Fuller, Emmalena; Cindy
Kay Gilbert, Chambersburg,
Pa; Janet Marie Griffin,
Florence.
Ann Kimberly Hauschildt,
Louisville;
Martha Ann
Jackson, Manchester; Lowry
Lee McKee, Richmond; Gary
Delyn Miller, Whitley City;
Roy Ewing Ragland, Bowling
Green; Wilma Lynn Reed,
Winchester, Diedre Katnerine
Smith, Finchvllle;
John
Russell Wallingford, Richmond and Sheryl Lynn Ward1,
Louisville.
*
The ceremony was held at
7:30 p.m., Dec. 6 in Walnut
Hall, Keen Johnson Building

NEW FRONTIERS OF EROTICISM
SEE: Oriental gambling dens where the
female loser loses more than her money.
SEE: The sexual playgrounds of Europe's
jet set.
SEE: The Erotic Pleasure Palaces of
Hong Kong.
SEE: The true story of a girl whose
amorous techniques were acclaimed on
three continents.
WARNING: THIS IS NOT A FILM FOR THE
PIOUS PRUDE OR NARROW MINDED PURITAN

Literary magazine
accepting manuscripts

Military Police end pledge period
By MARIA BELLAMY

Eastern

of course, well win."
According to Deedee
McChargue, a freshman from
Louisville who just finished
her pledge period, there Is no
double standard in treatment
of
female
pledges.
"Everything the guys have to
do, we have to do, too."
"But", she added, "some of
the guys have a tendency to
try to look out for us."
She said Initiation Night
was not all that bad, but that
they "bad to do some pretty
craty things." For example,
it did take awhile to find out
about EKU's old mascot.
Mozart, the dog, is buried
behind the ampitheatre in the
ravine.

return address.
Deadline for submission of
manuscripts is February 1,
1977. A prise award of $25 for
the best prose and poetry will
be given. Submit manuscripts
to Aurora, Box 367, Campus,
or bring them to Dr. William
Sutton, Wallace 133.

... the story of Annie Belle, whose love life began at age 1V
Starring ANNIE BEllE *ith CHARLES FAwCETT EElICITY DEVONSHIRE
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what's a guy gonna do?
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Haven't played for 40 minutes'

Colonels end home stand Sat
ByMABXARJDENOUR
Sports Editor
"We just haven't played for
40 minutes," said basketball
coach Ed Byhre following the
Colonels 7M9 loss Monday
night to the University of
Dayton in a televised game
broadcast to many Ohio
residents.
"It's not a lack of effort or
intensity," Byhre said. "We
Just can't pick and choose the
tunes we will really play^ "
Following a season-opening
defeat 104-63 to UNC-Charlotte
last Wednesday, it took a
second-half comeback from a
20-potnt deficit in Saturday's
home opener for the Colonels
to triumph over Morris Harvey 941. Despite the scores,
the squad has out-rebounded
all three teams it has faced
this season.
Ending s three-game
homestand, the Colonels will
take on Robert Morris Saturday at 7:30p.m.
"Robert Morris made the
Jump from Junior college to a
Division I schedule in one
year," Byhre said. "Last year
they had the best Junior

college line in the country, and
two of those people are back.
They're a good-sized team and
we're expecting a real battle
on the boards."
December 17-18 the Colonels
will participate in the Toledo
Invitational at Toledo, Ohio, in
a tourney which will also

them a great deal of confidence, and it will probably
carry over for awhile."
FoUowing a break for
Christmas, the squad will
travel to Robert Morris for a
game on January 3 before
plunging into the heart of OVC
action.
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feature Mississippi and Marshall.
"We drew Toledo in the first
round, who Just beat Indiana,
and will face them at 7 p.m.
Friday," Byhre said. "The
losers will play at 7 p.m.
Saturday and the winners at •
pjn."
"Toledo was picked second
in the Mid-American Conference and their program has
been buoyed by the fact that
they knocked-off Indiana,
Byhre said. "That will give

Saturday, Jan. I the
Colonels will host leaguefavorite Austin Peay and the
following Monday Murray
State will invade Alumni
Coliseum. Murray picked in
pre season to finish third in
the conference behind
Morehead.
Byhre and assistant coach
Mas Good remain optimistic
about the team's chances and
feel that the players are
making progress.
"We are emphasising

layups and shots 'inside the
"It's Just like a race horse
maroon' (the lane). We got that gets caught in the back
six layups and V abets in the andgeta behind," Byhre said.
second half inside the "It can't always catch up."
maroon," Byhre said. "That's
"We dont go into a game
"The Judgement of some of
our younger people is not the
best yet, Byhre said. "When
we take a poor shot we're
going to pay for it Whstherit
goes in or not is of no relevance."
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making a good showing,
because you won't win a game
if you do that," Byhre said.
"The players mast pat
everything Into the game
Only then will we get over the

"It's like a cancer growing,
if one takes a poor shot it
spreads to the rest of the
team," he said. "We Just tell
them we don't want it again."

la the UraCharlotte
teat, it was freshman Dave
nootchftck who paced the
Colonels with B points and 11
rebounds. Junior Mike Oliver
added 11 points and 11 reboun"We're an attacking type ds.
team and pat a groat deal
more pressure on defense," the Against Morris Harvey Denny Fugate led the way with XS
coach said.
''The team has showed good points as the team had four
secomMialf defense," he said. players in double figures.
"You Just don't come from 14- Following Fugate was Kenny
20 points down without it. We Elliott with 19, Oliver with U
Just haven't been as consistent and 17 rebounds, and freshin the first half as the second." man Danny Haney with 13
"We're working to establish In the Dayton struggle,
a certain philosophy for our Bootcheck was the game's
team," Byhre said, "total ef- leading scorer with 38. Fugate
fort and total dedication. added n and Oliver had 10
Sooner or later it will come to points And kept up his rebounding flurry with 18.
bear for 40 minutes."

Emerging from s crowd of Flyers, sophomore Kenny Elliott drives for a layup in Monday nights game. The Colonels, who fell to UD 85-79, will host Robert Morris Saturday.

Season opens tomorrow

Women's team rated 15th in nation,
By SUSAN BECKER
Stan-Writer
An away game with Murray
State tomorrow will mark the
opening of a tough
for the women's
team.
"The schedule this year is
longer and much tougher than
what we've had In the past,"
said Coach Shirley Duncan.
"We might play a total of M
games beofre the post season
tournaments."
The team was rated 19th in
the nation by Popular Spart
M
«g* sal' and also mentioned
as one of the best teams in
Region II by Sports
nhutrated.
With the exception of IT'
center Bernle Kok who
Sophomore Peggy Gay from Buckbom shows her dribbling ability in one of last season's
graduated last spring, all of
Coliseum contests. The women open their season tomorrow with an away game.
last year's starters win be
playing this season. Juniors
J Cindy Lundberg and Gayle

GOT THOSE LATE NIGHT MUNCHES?
SLEIGH THEM WITH A PIZZA

DIAL 623-5400 FOR DELIVERY

The swim team
Is
off to a good start this season
by posting wins In their first
three meets under second
year Coach Dan Lichty and
Assistant Coach Ron Holihan.
The meets thus far have
been helpful to Lichty in
finding out how well his first
year swimmers will fair in
future competition. Again this
year, be is faced with the task
of putting together s young
and relatively inexperienced
team to formulate a winning
attitude among them.

CHRISTMAS SHOP
FOR YOUR SPORTSMAN
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Of the 31 members on the
team there are 11 freshmen,
five sophomores, two Juniors,
and only three seniors.
Lichty is very concerned
about building a good solid
program here, evidence being
from his extensive recruiting
program and his stepping up
of scheduling more meets with
stronger competition.
The rest of the coaching
staff consists of Hollban,
Graduate Assistant Terry
Stoddard ,a ndgraduate student
Mike Hargreaves. Holihan, a
1973 graduate, is also in his
second year here and also
serves as coach for Model's
swimming program.
When asked to speculate on
the possible standouts this
year,
Lichty
quickly
responded by saying that it
wUl be a team effort. "The
key people this year will be
our 10 returning swimmers
and of course the freshmen
will play a vital factor,"
lichty said.
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EQUIPMENT, CLOTHING, RAIN GEAR

6'4" and S'5" also."
Bench strength will be a
definite plus to the team this
year. Seniors Marcla Mueller
and Ve'lma Lehmann as well
as sophomores Evy Abell,
Mary Proctor, Jane Long and
Sheryl Robinson will be ready
to fiU in when needed, Duncan
said.
Newcomers in addition to
Carroll include Debbie Coger
from Jamestown Community
College and freshmen Loretta
Coughlin, Kathy Hall and Rita
Taylor.
"We've added two tourneys
to the schedule which gives us
the potential of playing the
best teams in the nation,"
Duncan said.
We've
scheduled Tennessee Tech
twice, who've been rated
fourth In the nation, and we
might face Delta State—last
years national champs—in the

Mississippi Tourney."
The team, which la now on a
maintenance weight training
program, baa also been
working to Improve their
defensive game.
"From last year, we saw the
need to improve our defense,"
Duncan said. "For the first
two weeks, we worked on
Individual defensive
techniques...the guards have
to be able to recognise what
offense our opponents are
putting up against us."
After the season opener with
rival Murray State, the team
wUl travel south to participate
in the Mississippi University
Christmas Tournament on
Dec. 17-11.
"Our goal this year is to do
the beat we possibly can doboth as individuals and as s
team. I dont think anyone
could ask for anymore."

a team leader. He concurs
with lichty by saying that It
wUl be a team effort and that
"the program is on the move".
The bright newcomer appears to be the energetic and

enthusiastic Mark Sullivan
who has already turned In
some fine performances. The
diving competition will be
strong with Paul Meador and
Kelly Kim ball heading the list.
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And they're off! Several swimmers hit the water in last week's meet with Berea. Over
half of Coach Dan Lichty's team this season is made up of freshmen.

%

car repair service
all major credit cards
Eastern By Pass next to Jerrys

623-9847

K

Some of the standouts appear to be the three seniors,
Jim Cropley, Randy Holihan,
and Bob Mueller. Mueller,
who is this year's captain, is a
serious-minded indivudal and

dick's Smoco Service
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EVER YTHING FOR THE GOLFER
TENNIS PLA YER

and Freshwater.
"Cindy has the ability to
dominate the game—she
showed that in the state final
against Western last year.
Gayle Is a tremendous floor
leader.
She's s steady,
dependable player who comes
through in a dutch."
Sue Carroll, a 6*1" freshman
from Kettering, Ohio, is the
leading contender for the
center position. Carroll led
her Fairmont East high school
team with 156 rebounds and
averaged 18 points s game in
her senior year.
"Sue Carroll is doing an
outstanding Job at the present
time," Duncan said. " We'll be
able to make a better
evaluation when the season
starts.
"Big women are dominating
the game now," Duncan said.
"Not Just «'l" or ST'—but

'Team effort' is key to Eels' success
By HARVEY DUNBAR
Staff Writer

ANDYS110 PIZZA
PALACE
SOUTH SECOND

Freshwater, both from
Springfield, Va., will be
starting as forwards, along
with guards Peggy Gay
(Buckborn Ky.) and Emma
Salisbury (Beaver, Ohio), who
are both sophomores.
"The fifth position is still
open," said Coach Duncan.
"We have a lot of flexibility
and can re-arrange the
starting
line-up
If
necessary...last
year's
starters an holding their own
In that respect
"The experience that the
freshmen and new players had
last year has been invaluable
to them," Duncan said. "I
really feel that by the time
Emms and Peggy become
seniors, they win be two of the
moat outstanding guards in
the country.''
Duncan is also impressed by
the performances of Lundberg
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MR. SNAPP'S
BAKERY
Open Set. I Sun. till T Alter the game

623-2583
Hour Extended When FKU has home

Open Mon-6 A.M.
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time out
. maria
ndencxjr
Aa the old commercial goes, simple
pleasures are the best, and I've had a lot of
them during my stint as Progress sports
editor.
Whether it was rejoicing over a football
victory at Tennessee Tech, including a hug
from Coach Kidd, celebrating a Colonel OVC
championship or another state tournament
victory for the women's teams, or sweating it
out at the press table during a basketball contest, the entire experience has been more
than rewarding.
There is no question that the entire
coaching staff was extremely cooperative
during the past three semesters. It had quite
a transition from the long-established
domination of men sports editors as they
became used to some girl with a notebook
walking into their offices every week.
They never seemed annoyed at my
requests for Just a few minutes of their time
or at my unexpected phone calls for their
comments following a game. For this I am
extremely grateful, for they soon calmed the
fears which hounded me when I was given
this position.
Since I primarily handled men's athletics,
it is these persons who I must thank.
Coaches Kidd, Byhre, Hissom, Harvey,
Higgins, Calkin and Suttie always came
through when I needed help.
Being the sentimental person that I am, I
could go on naming people forever.
However, I can't leave out Coaches Mullins,
Duncan, Martin, Stanaland and Polvino, and
Intramural Director Wayne Jennings.
The thing that has impressed me the most
about this University's athletic program is
the never-say-die attitude of the players and
the coaches. Their ambition and dedication
is the fundamental factor which brings them
continued success. How else could you take a
team with inexperienced starters and mold
them into league champions?
This phenomen will not soon come to an
end. With the inspired leadership of basketball coaches Ed Byhre and Max Good, their
team will be one to watch in the future.
And how many women sports writers have
ventured into a football locker room to witness the team's exhuberance after an important victory? Until this year's Morehead
contest I couldn't say that either. Due to
Coach Kidd's openness, I was allowed to observe the excitement and tears after that accomplishment.
The first question persons always asked
me was if I had ever been into the locker
room and now I can say yes.
Without the help of Sports Information
Director Karl Park, my task would have
been much harder. He prevented several
white spaces on the sports pages during extremely bad weeks and his aid was almost
unequalled.
With such welcome assistance from
everyone, the highlights were much more
numerous than the headaches.
You may be rejoicing that you never have
to read another one of these dumb columns
again, and that privilege is all yours. But it
was my experiences with the Progress that
eventually made it possible for me to continue in the sports world with the Lexington
Herald.
I hope my successor Susan Becker has as
fantastic a time as I have. Best of luck,
Susan!
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ByMARLAIUDENOtJR
Double lettermen have been
• way of life at universities for
a number of yean. It want
until the idea of double letters
for woman aroaa that the
controversies began.
An article In the October M
issue of the Carter J—aaI
atatcd that the rule which
allowed women to play only*
the sport for which they were
given a scholarship should be
Instated here next year.
That article was entitled
"Flap over no-overlap" bat it
wasn't until the article was
published that the 'flap' began

"Than the University got in
on the act and laid that
limiting participation conflicts with out athletic policy."
Mullins continued. "It got
down to the matter of who gets
to make the decision.
It
became clear that two or three
coaches can't make a decision
that goes against established
University policy."
"There la BO way a
coach tap say a girl
cas't bees two teams,
becaoM Bk Is a dental
of •ppertaaity for

"When women's athletics
"Volleyball is becoming a
was etui a part of the physical very complex sport and
education department a group basketball always has been,"
was formed called the WISP she said. "As the competitive
committee
(Women's skill and knowledge picks up,
Intercollegiate Sports so is the play. I don't see how
Programs)," said Dr. Martha a girl can handle two comMullins, Assistant Athletic petitive sports like that and be
Director.
a significant player on more
"That was the grass roots than one team."
place where policy generated
from." Mullins said. "It was
"The real interest of the
made up of the coaches. Dr. University is to keep the
Uhlir and a student"
decision in the hands of the
"We got used to the idea that student and lot the student
coaches could work out policy choose," Mullins said. "If any
decisions," she said, "and we right of way had to be given,
began working out policy the scholarship sport would
decisions batwuau ourselves." have the right of way. To
"When conflict! arose maintain a scholarship, one
between volleyball and has to work to develop."
basketball, I got In on the act
and Coach Duncan, Polvino
"There is no policy at
and I hashed It over between Eastern that states that a
ourselves," she said.
young person cant play on
two teams," said Donald
Combs, Athletic Director. "It
"We csssetaded that
Is selfish and snort-sighted of
the beet this* far the
the coach to say that We
athletes was to give
must give the girls the op•hem tti ■e to ezpsse
portunity to develop their full
es U both sporpotential."
ts the. c heese between

the two,' IMUaanld.
"Tata oaly applied if the
girls were oa basketball

"A person should be allowed
to try out for as many teams
as he or she wants, as long as
ttwtt-"
they don't flunk out of school,"
Combs said. "Education is
"The girls were potting in
our primary objective.
four to six hours of practice
Persons should be exposed to
every, day and the competitive
more than one sport to be
seasons began to overlap." more prepared if they go out
she said. "It got to the place and teach."
where volleyball was st the
peak of their season and
"We've had many players
basketball was beginning such as John Revere and
theirs.
Both periods were Junior Hardln who have
very crucial."
participated on more than one

ALL DM
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"My basic position is
where the student is s P.E.
major planning to do some
coaching, I would like to see
her overlap," said volleyball
coach Geri Polvino. "We have
IS
different
majors
represented on our team this
year.

•I thtok the

Polvtao said.
"The
players and coaches
became very desperate
whheatehtagap.''

"Students respond to
variation and many are bored
stiff after the season is over so
they go into workouts,"
Polvino said. "The sudden
stop is not fh»iiiuj<ng to
them—they're asking for
longer seasons."
"Sometimes they need s
break and go nuts at practice
and need to blow off steam,"
she continued.
"But they
recover quickly."
"I don't feel any extra
pressure," said senior Marda

Mueller. "At the end of the
"Once we're going at
day I'm tired, which can be practice, I'd rather keep
expected, and then It's time going,-' Proctor said. "If wo
stopped, we'd get more tired."
for homework."
"You have to take the good
with the bad," Mueller said.
"The athletes ahoald
"I don't have much free tfline.
eeetce," said
If a person thinks they can do
Evy A bell.
it though, no one should be
"Its helpful to have a
able to tell them that they
variety, bat an I have
cant"
ttme to do Is stady sad
practice."
"I definitely wouldn't be
playing both sports if I didn't
like them both." Mueller said.
"Our two coaches are
"I would do It all over again." working together and know
"It's more thing playing bow much we can do," Abell
both sports," said sophomore said. "They'll give and take
Mary Lynn Proctor. "I try to and are understanding, which
schedule more sleep during makes it a lot easier. I have
the week and usually take my no Idea what I'U do next
homework one day at a time." year."

TKE tourney results
Tau
Kappa
Epsllon
Fraternity sponsored their
fourth annual basketball
tournament which ran from
November M to December t.
There was an enormous
turnout from the sororities,
fraternities, and Independents
on campus. There were IS
independent
teams,
I
sororities, and 12 fraternity

By HARVEY DUNBAR
Staff Writer
In their first home meet, the
swim team posted its third
straight victory by ousting
Berea 77 to S3 last Wednesday
night

The Eels dominated Just
about every event and several
individuals turned in outstanding performances. Joel
Baer, a Junior, was named
"Eel of the Meet" for bis
performance.

Nike Sale
Finland Blue
Kenya Rod

It's difficult for five
players to give IN per
cent to both volleyball
aad basketball," Duncan said. "To me the
players should make the
choice when they sign
their scholarship. It's
like signing a contract
Of coarse, the University does not award
volleyball
scholar-

WM 12000

16"
Raquot Ball Raquots
While sfeeM last

Vlttart Tremdwoy Leach

Somco Balls

ship.."
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"The whole point is the
individual and his rights,"
Duncan said. "We cant limit
their rights. They must make
a decision when they take a
scholarship. They cant be
part-time players."

Richmond Sports Shop
lllllllll.,

Schedule
Jan IS
Jan. »

Kant State
EKU Invitational (GA, KY,
WKU)
Jan a
Eastern Illinois
Fab. S
Marshall University
Feb. 11
University of Kentucky
-Fob. II
Indiana State University
Feb. l»
Vanderbllt University
Fab.
KY Intercollegiate Swim Meet
March 3-5
Mid West Championships
March M-SJ NCAA Championships

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Nashville, TN
Bowling Green
Home
Cleveland, OH

The United States Army is interviewing sophomores for future positions
as Army officers.
Applicants are required to participate
in a six-week summer program at Fort
Knox, Ky., to qualify for college ROTC
courses next year. Pay for the six weeks
is nearly $500, plus travel, room and
board.
Students who complete the summer
training and enter ROTC as juniors will
accept-active duty and reserve obligations upon graduation.
For an interview appointment, contact:
Phono 622-3911

ROOM
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Saturday the team traveled
to Charleston, West Virginia
for the eighth annual Morris
Harvey Relays where they
finished in third place.
In the meet which was won
by West Virgtt* reaords ton
in every event
One such
record went to the breaststroke relay team composed
of Gary Tameris, Joel Baer,
Kent Pleassnts, and Jim
Cropely. John Meisenheimer,
a sophomore from Richmond,
was named "Eel of the Meat".

teams in the tournament.
The winner of the sorority
division were Chi Omega's
who defeated Pi Beta Phi 30-27
in overtimThe fraternity division was
won by Beta Theta Pi, who
defeated Sigma Nu 3S-J4.
The winner of the independent division was 7-11,
who defeated ODT II 6M1.

F

Eels post third straight win

Tom Smith
tASTISM SY-»MS

team," Combs said. "Intact
we ve encouraged it"
"It would benefit 'the
athletes not to overlap,"
Mullins said. 'I've seen it in
operation and the girls involved practice from two in
the afternoon until eight. The
players are strong students,
and they must consider their
academic life."
"To get mentally ready and
into volleyball and basketball
aa a game takes s tremendous
amount' of concentration,"
Mullins said.
Five women are Involved in
the volleyball and basketball
overlap this year, Marda
Mueller, Evy Abel), Mary
Lynn Proctor, Vekna Lebmann and Sheryl Robinson.
"Even if they are In condition, fatigue will come, then
the possibility of injury,"
Mullins said.
"They must
have time off to recuperate.
All of them are in the training
room for something In between practices. There is no
doubt in my mind that these
athletes want to play and are
crucial to both teams."
"Two things caused the
problem this year: basketball
season started earlier and the
players overlapping are very
important to the volleyball
team," said basketball coach
Shirley Duncan. "Three of the
five played every minute in
the state volleyball tournament."
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Should coaches limit
vtmm u one sport?

A question of rights:

Now interviewing
sophomores
for management
opportunities
REGULAR DINNER BOX

• f

Pace

Kalian Specialties
Hot Dots

Foot long • chili
Plain - chili
Open

11:00 AM -?

Phono 623-7147
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mINTRAMURAL HILITESB
VOLLEYBALL
The championship for independent and fraternity
volleyball will be tonight in
Begley at 7:30 and 8:15. The
fraternity championship at 7:30
will pit Beta Theta Pi versus
the SAE's and at the same time
the winner of Mattox SAC will
play the Todd Truckers sigma
Pi winner.
The final game for the campus championship will be at
8:15 between the fraternity
champion and the independent
champion.
Mattox defeated Monteuma
and BSU to reach the
eftniftnnta SAC defeated Sun-

Have it

shine and PIT; Sigma PI beat
Wampuscats and Tenth Wave
Beach, while Todd Truckers
advanced with a win over Tenth
Wave.
The Betas advanced by
defeating Sigma Chi 154, 154,
and SAE gained the final with a
15-10, 15-10 win over a strong
TKE team.
The aae b' squad captured
fraternity b' honors with a 15-

Have K

38$

BURGER KING
Eastin By-Pass S2HS3
ni use. - mam

11,3-15,11-0 thriller over pi kappa alpha. The sae's advanced
with a win over sigma nu while
pka won by default over tke.
VOLLEYBALL TOURNEY
The University of Tennessee
captured the EKU Invitational
with an easy 15-8,15-4 win over
Kentucky in the final game.'
Here's how all teams fared in
the tourney:
Tennessee
Kentucky
UK2
Morehead
EKU
Louisville

Wins
11
11
5
i
8
1

■osMof

Losses
8
8
7
i
7
9

MM

WHOPPER
l
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Bookstore, makes profit on supplies,
used books, but not new books
By SARAH WARREN
Gaest Writer
The University Bookstore make* ■
profit on supplies and used books,
according to Ban Roop, assistant
manager, bat loses money on every
new book sold.
Many students think that the
bookstore la out to get every penny It
can, Roop said, but actually, "We try to
do everything we can "to keep prices
down.
The bookstore la "not pressured to
make a profit," he said, because It Is
supported by the state But it does try
to make enough to help pay its 21 employes.
According to Roop, there, Is a markup of up to SO per cent on "soft items"
like shampoo and cosmetics, with the
average mark-up being 33 to 14 per
cent The bookstore makes moat of tta
profit on these Items rather than on
books, he said.
Than is, however, a profit made on
used books. There is s 9 per cent
msrk-up on books bought from
students, he said, but "used books are
not Just for us. We're here to serve you
all," said Roop.
A student who sells a book back to the
store receives SO per cent of the original
cost of the book, regardless of the age of
that book. If a student buys s new book
for $10, he will get $5 for it. If he buys
that same book used, say for $7.50 be
will still get $5 when he sells it back.

explained Roop.
The condition of the used book doss
not make any difference in the price the
student will receive, he said. But "if
one is too rough, I wont buy it," said
Roop.
The bookstore loses one to three
percent on every new book sold, he
said The publisher sells the new books
to the bookstore st s 30 per cant
discount, but the bookstore has to pay
labor and freight costs to get the books
here. This uses up the 20 par cant
discount, plus It costs an extra one to
three cents more per book. However,
the prices of new books are not raised,
said Roop, but are sold st the
publisher's suggested list pries.
According to Roop, the prices of new
books "are getting extremely Ugh."
Certsfli books have gone up as much as
$1 or $1.50 in hut one semester, he said
The "soft items" Roop referred to ore
much higher In the bookstore than In two
other stores off campus. Heck's and Big
K, both located on the Richmond ByDuring a recent comparison check, s
big difference wss found in the price of
shampoo. University Bookstore offered
an 11 ounce bottle of Johnson's Baby
Shampoo for $2.59. Big K offered the 11
ounce bottle for $1.47 and a 16 ounce
bottle for tin. Heck's had the 11 ounce
bottle for $1.68 and the 16 ounce for
$2.38.
Breck Shampoo (seven ounces) sold

for $1.29 st the bookstore, $1.18 at
Heck's, and $1.02 at Big K. Everynight
Shampoo sold for $1.40 at the bookstore
and for $.64 at Big K, but was not sold at
Heck's
Antt-perspirants were saw cheapest
at Big K. An sight ounce can of Sure
sold for $1.7$ in the bookstore, $1.54 at
Heck's, and $1.27 at Big K. The pries
of Arrid wss dose at Big K and Heck's,
and was cheaper than at the bookstore.
Jergens Hand Lotion was $1.53 at the
bookstore, $1.38 at Hack's, and $1.33 at
BigK.
All types of Cover Girl and
Maybelline make-up were cheaper at
Big K and Heck's. A one ounce bottle of
Cover Girl liquid make-up sold for only
$1.33 at Big K, $1.59 at Heck's and $1.88
at the bookstore. Maybelline products
sold for the list price at the bookstore.
They were about $.27 cheaper at Heck's
and about $.38 cheaper at Big K
Crest Toothpaste wss considerably
cheaper at Big K, being only $.73 for
five ounces. It was $.99 at Heck's and
8104 at the bookstore.
The bookstore also bad higher prices
on notebooks and paper, but also offered much more selection. For $.93
there was an 80 sheet notebook and for
$1.48 there was one with 188 sheets
($1.78 with s picture of the Eastern
canv -> on the cover.) Heck's offered
100 and 120sheet notebooks for$1.06. Big
K had a limited variety, the largest
notebook containing 132 sheets for $.87.

Doing the necessary chores
(Ceattsaed from page eae)
the work being done If it was possible.
"They work us pretty hard," said one
young man who has been working for
the general maintenance division for
about one year.
That seems to be the general feeling
of many who work for the department.
"Other people can stop for s few
minutes, but if we do, we can't catch
up," said Homer Isaacs, s supervisor of
one of the work crews.
The department sometimes comes
under quite a bit of criticism.
A recent letter to the editor in the
Progress contained bitter complaints
about the department's inability to

remove all of the snow and ice from
campus two weeks ago.
Referring to the letter, Middleton
said, "We get those every year. We can
get the snow off the ground, but is bard
to get the ice off because the calcium
chloride won't melt it with real low
temperatures outside.
"We realise we're going to be
criticized because we're a service
department. But when you have 13,000
some students and about 12 to 1300
faculty, then you're talking about close
to 15,000 critics."
All of the divisions of the department
have employes that work five days s
week, from 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The custodians also work from 3-11
weeknights and on Saturdays.
Plumbers work Saturday, Sunday
and every night from 4-11, In case of
any emergencies.
In addition, Middleton, Ward,
Gabbard and the divisions' supervisors
are each on 24-hour call for a week
about once every ten weeks, so that
someone with authority will be
available to take care of an emergency
situation, such as the heavy snowfall
two weeks sgo.
The Department of Buildings and
Grounds takes care of the University 24
hours a day. Few people seem to
realise it, according to Middleton.

Hanging of the Greens
The Hanging of the Greens, and annual Christmas
celebration, will Include candlelight procession, songs and

scripture readings and will be held in Walnut Hall, Keen
Johnson Building, at 4 p.m. Dec. 11

Housing refunds being made
By MINDY SHANNON
Staff Writer
Housing refunds are currently being
made to dormitory residents who have
been living three in a room in Combs,
Mattox and O'Donnell Halls.
The
payments are being given to those who
have had two roommates any time
after the third week of the fall
semester, 1976.

The students are being paid according to a pro-rating system devised
by the Office of Business Affairs last
year. The system pays the student
according to the dormitory room rental
fee he or she pays, and also according
to the length of time a student has been
living three in a room.
Keene and Case Halls have many
rooms with three occupants, but their

residents are charged lower fees when
the rooms are rented, so those residents
receive no refund
Every dormitory room that can he
occupied is being used right now, according to Mabel Criswell, assistant
director of housing. The dormitories
can house 3,853 women and 2,582 men.
Currently there ere 4,022 women and
2,751 men living on campus.

